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Modeling active biological systems, such as the human liver, with a complex interaction
between cellular metabolism and perfusion in the functional units, requires a multiscale
and multiphase approach to the tissue. Changes in hepatic perfusion and tissue morphol-
ogy induced by surgical interventions or liver disease, directly influence the coupled liver
function [1]. To better understand the interplay between hepatic perfusion, metabolism
and tissue in the hierarchically organized liver structure, we have developed a multicom-
ponent, poro-elastic multiphase and multiscale function-perfusion model, cf. [2], using a
multicomponent mixture theory based on the Theory of Porous Media (TPM, see [3]).
The multiscale approach considers the different functional units of the liver, the so-called
liver lobules, with an anisotropic blood flow, and the hepatocytes, where the biochemical
metabolic reactions take place. On the lobular scale, we assume a homogenized tetra-
phasic mixture body, composed of a porous solid structure representing healthy tissue, a
liquid phase describing the blood, and two solid phases with the ability of growth and
depletion representing the fat and the tumor tissue. The phases consist of a carrier phase,
called solvent, and solutes, representing microscopic components dissolved in the solvent.
To describe the metabolic processes in the cells, the describing PDEs on the lobule scale
are coupled with ODEs on the cell scale, resulting in a bi-scale PDE-ODE approach.

To enable patient-specific simulations and increase the robustness of the model, data-
driven approaches will be implemented for computationally critical parts of the model.
We use experimental, clinical and in silico data such as stained histological liver sec-
tions, perfusion measures or imaging data [4] for parametrization and validation of the
multiphase model. The overarching goal is to define and develop an accurate decision-
supporting framework for clinical applications.
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